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OREPA WINS UPF BOMB PLANT LAWSUIT
NNSA SAYS, “We’re still building.”

M

ore than two years after we filed our lawsuit against the Uranium Processing Facility
bomb plant in federal court, on September 24, 2019, US Chief Judge Pamela Reeves of the Eastern District of Tennessee handed down her ruling, 104 pages. Four paragraphs from the end, we read:
“…the 2016 Supplement Analysis, the 2016 Amended Record of Decision, the 2018 Supplement Analysis…are
vacated.”
Just like that, the National Nuclear Security Administration’s authorization to build the UPF bomb plant was
wiped away.
We won.
75 years after hiroshima
Within hours of the court’s ruling, NNSA announced to the press that it would continue construction of the UPF as though nothing had happened.
From the beginning the UPF lawsuit felt like a
huge, expensive gamble. We knew we had a strong case,
but we also knew that federal courts have a history of
deferring to the expertise of federal agencies in these
kinds of cases. We filed suit in Washington, DC; the
ue drumroll and trumpet voluntary,
NNSA got the case moved to East Tennessee in hopes
please, and standby for an announcement.
of getting a more sympathetic judge. We drew Judge
OREPA is proud to announce STOP THE NEW
Reeves, chief judge of the district. We thought we would
NUCLEAR ARMS RACE, an international conference
get a fair hearing.
aimed at building collaborative strategies to achieve our
Several things had to happen for us to succeed. We
long-standing goal—the abolition of nuclear weapons
had to raise a lot of money; our friends in Australia said,
from the face of the earth.
“People will step up.” We mounted an on-line campaign.
Joining us as partners in the conference are NukePeople stepped up.
watch and the Nuclear Resister, both of which will, in
We also had to have a good legal team,
2020, celebrate 40 years of resistance to nuclear weapons
“Within the
and we got the law firm of Meyer, Glitzenstein
and active working to get rid of nuclear weapons.
range of pos& Eubanks (now Eubanks & Associates), but
STOP THE NEW NUCLEAR ARMS RACE is
mostly we got Nick Lawton. We had to have
sible NEPA
scheduled for May 22-25, 2020 at Maryville College in
good support, and our colleagues at Nuclear
cases that
Maryville, Tennessee.
Watch New Mexico were here every step of the
might come
WHY NOW?
way. We needed experts, and we got two of the
through this
best—David Jackson and Bob Alvarez.
Around the globe, campaigns to reduce the nuclear
courthouse,
We got some other help, too. Our main arthreat, get US nuclear weapons out of Europe, establish
gument was that NNSA’s environmental analynuclear weapons free zones, and abolish nuclear weapthe Court is
sis
of
the
impacts
of
earthquake
activity
was
ons altogether are moving relentlessly forward. Many
hard-pressed
deficient, especially since they refused to use
of these efforts got a boost when the United Nations, in
to imagine a
the latest (2014) hazard maps published by the
2017, passed the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
more dramatic US Geological Survey. “Help,” if it can be called
Weapons.
hypothetical
that, began rolling in, literally, in DecemThat effort, growing out of a ten-year campaign by
ber—more
than
two
dozen
earthquakes
jarred
the
International
Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapthan this…”
East Tennessee over the next few months.
ons (ICAN), demonstrated that persistent and dedicated
The judge’s ruling took note of shaking on the
citizen action can change the world. The Ban Treaty,
fourth floor of the federal courthouse and said:
as it moves toward entry into force, establishes a new
“Y-12 is located in a populous and quickly growing
platform for discussion of nuclear disarmament efforts.
part of the country. Within the range of possible NEPA
Next year will also see several significant milecontinued, next page
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cases that might come through this
courthouse, the Court is hardpressed to imagine a more dramatic
hypothetical than this, where it
must contemplate what might occur if a major earthquake struck a
nuclear weapons manufacturing
facility located in a major population center.”
As gratifying as it was to win
the case on its legal merits, it was
also very nice, after years of trying
to get a hearing with the federal
government and being largely
ignored by the media, to have our
concerns validated in such a powerful way by the federal courts.

deficiencies are corrected.
Nick had seven days to craft a
reply, and he created a small masterpiece. In addition to noting that
the government had ceded all of our
main arguments by failing to contest
them, he pointed out the legal basis
for our current position. And then,
in response to the government’s
plaintive plea to the court that it
would cost hundreds of millions
of dollars to stop and restart the
UPF project, Nick noted wryly the
long standing view of courts that
“no party can be heard to complain
about damage inflicted by its own
hand.”

Even though NNSA indicated

From the outset, the lawsuit was

to the media that it was still good
to go, it knew better. Within three
days of the court’s decision, Lisa
Gordon-Hagerty, Administrator of
the NNSA, signed a new Amended
Record of Decision—a process that
typically takes months if not years to
complete. The AROD was published
in the Federal Register a week later.
It was a bold move—declaring that
NNSA would continue the exact
same activities as in the now-vacated 2016 AROD without making any
of the fixes ordered by the court.
Not to worry, said NNSA. They
would do the court-ordered environmental analysis in the next six
months to a year, and the outcome
would be in no way influenced by
the hundreds of millions of dollars
spent on constructing the UPF in
the meantime.

OREPA set out to raise the money
needed for the next step in court—
an unusual step, our lawyer said as
he prepared a Motion to Enforce the
court’s ruling. “These don’t happen very often,” Nick said, “because
agencies usually comply with a
court’s ruling when they lose.”
We filed our motion and
awaited the NNSA’s response. Two
weeks later we had it. Rather than
argue against our motion, they
decided to argue that we were trying to sneakily get an injunction to
stop construction. We weren’t. We
didn’t need an injunction. The law
prescribes the remedy, vacatur, and
it is sufficient to stop the action until

potential accident risk—have been
manifest ever since multiple commenters raised concerns in the Draft
SWEIS in 2010.”
Under the process set out in
the law and by the courts, we were
unable to seek relief from the court
until the NNSA plan was published.
Even then, the process was long and
involved, with motions, responses,
counter-responses, a new Supplement Analysis to respond to…it
seemed to take forever to get the
final papers on the judge’s desk.
Then all we could do was wait.

It seemed a long wait, especially

when we didn’t know when the ruling would drop. When it did come,
avoidable. All of the key elements
it was clear that the court did a lot of
of our main complaint were made
work, digging deep into the techniin writing to NNSA over the last
cal issues surrounding earthquakes
five years, repeatedly. We asked
and building integrity.
for information, for meetings,
Judge Reeves did show deferfor hearings and for actions. We
ence to NNSA on one count, finding
filed Freedom of Information Act
that they were not required to prerequests. We considered litigation
pare a new Supplemental Environto be a last resort. We held protest
mental Impact Statement (SEIS) due
demonstrations, met
to changed circumstances,
“The public
with Congressional
but in the next breath she
staffers and other
ruled they are required
concern over
federal officials, wrote this case have to prepare a Supplement
letters to the editor
Analysis (which could lead
been manifest to a new SEIS) with respect
and op-ed pieces,
ever since
had a letter-writing
to our argument that new
campaign directed at
multiple com- information revealed since
Senator Lamar Alexmenters raised 2011 (the 2014 earthquake
ander—all of it asking
hazard maps) requires furconcerns in the ther NEPA analysis.
for accountability for
Draft SWEIS in So we are back to waiting,
the UPF boondoggle.
We never got a
though it seems likely the
2010…”
substantive response.
wait will not be so long this
NNSA ignored us,
time. We have confidence—
and our Senator brushed us off with the law is on our side—but we know
vague assurances that he was on
things are out of our hands.
top of this. NNSA was busy spendIt seems important to note,
ing billions of dollars and making
for the record, that this moment is
decisions that were literally cast in
the result of the hard work of many
concrete. All the while, they were
people, and the investment of time,
refusing to comply in good faith
energy and money of a community
with the legal requirements of the
of people committed to persisNational Environmental Policy Act.
tently moving toward a world free of
They even delayed for two years
nuclear weapons. OREPA’s database
making a formal announcement
and our financial records show that
of their plans in order to push the
it is a global community, made up
project forward.
of people who have been at this for
In her ruling, Judge Reeves
decades and people who are just
noted “the public concern over
joining the effort now—together we
this case—and specifically, conlabor for the future.
cerns regarding seismic hazard and
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The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty will be the subject
of the five-year Review Conference at the United Nations in April/May. July will mark 75 years since the
Trinity Test first unleashed the devastating power of
nuclear weapons, contaminating soil and humans who
lived downwind.
August 6 will mark the 75th commemoration of
the destruction of Hiroshima, followed by Nagasaki on
August 9. All of these events will be accompanied by
increased attention, in the media and the public imagination, on the threat nuclear weapons continue to pose
still today.
At the same time, the United States has announced
plans to spend as much as two trillion dollars “modernizing” its nuclear stockpile, undertaking to construct
new production facilities to expand US capacity to
manufacture nuclear weapons, and seeking funding for
new designs for nuclear warheads. Russia and China, in
turn, have responded with indications that they will also
modernize their stockpiles.
The result is a new nuclear arms race, as futile and
perilous as the last nuclear arms race, in pursuit of a discredited and omnicidal policy of deterrence. This arms
race, and the billions of dollars being spent for new
bomb plants, casts a shadow over generations to come.

used again and to secure a future free from the existential threat they pose is to abolish them altogether.

STOP THE NEW ARMS RACE
The May conference will take place in Maryville,
Tennessee, just 20 miles from the Y-12 bomb plant. (Yes,
we’ll visit it on Monday, May 25.) It will represent the
global community, with participants from around the
world. Our plan is to come together to discuss ways in
which we can collaborate to maximize the effect of the
time, energy and resources being devoted by people in
scores of countries.
With the entry into force of the Ban Treaty, nations
in Europe that currently host US nuclear weapons will
become outlaws, and citizen movements in those countries will have a powerful tool to leverage the removal of
those weapons from their soil. It will be incumbent on
us, in the US, to support those efforts.
When those weapons are returned to the US, the
responsibility for compelling our country to comply
with the Ban Treaty will fall to us, and we will depend
on the support of our international colleagues as we
press forward toward the day when the great and beautiful promise of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear
Weapons is finally realized.

STAY TUNED

ONE VOICE, ONE GOAL
The global abolition movement is remarkable. It
is a decentralized movement, taking many forms and
using many strategies around the world, yet for the most
part, devoid of any significant internal strife. The movement has one clear goal—to create a world free of the
nuclear threat, a goal that is only possible by abolishing
nuclear weapons altogether.
And although the movement uses many languages
and accents, we speak with one voice, echoing the
insistent plea of the hibakusha survivors of the bomb,
turning it into a global demand: Never again!
The only way to assure nuclear weapons are never

Plans for the conference are being finalized by the
planners. A web site has been set up and will be updated
as plans become firm. We expect registration for the
conference to open shortly after the first of the year. We
may have space limitations, so it will be important to
register as soon as you are able.
Oh—and we will also celebrate: 2020 marks the
40th anniversary of Nukewatch, the Nuclear Resister
and the Plowshares movement. So bring your appetite
for music and cake!
Check nukewatchinfo.org/stop_new_nuclear_
arms_race for updated information.
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A persistent presence for peace—
20 years of Sunday vigils

S

unday after Sunday

after Sunday, month after month
and year after year, one thousand
and forty weeks—on December 1,
2019, OREPA celebrates 20 years
of uninterrupted peace vigils at the
Y-12 Nuclear Weapons Complex in
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
The idea was simple: to have
a presence for peace at the main
entrance to a facility that is planning
for the destruction of the world. The
original plan was for four Sundays,
the season of Advent, in 1999. It
turned into more.
The Sunday after Christmas,
when the Johnson family from
Maryville pulled into the parking lot, they were met by security
guards who informed them courteously that the Sunday vigils were
over. We don’t know where the
guards got their intel, but they must
have missed the discussion where
we decided to continue the vigils for
a while, as long as there was interest. We felt that having a persistent,
regular presence was important.
Twenty years later, we are still
there, every Sunday at 5:00pm, no
matter the weather. Some days there

are six or eight, some days sixteen or
twenty. Once in a while, one or two.
In good weather and bad.
We have stories to tell—and
we’ll likely tell some at the 20th anniversary vigil. The evening under
darkening skies when the security
monitors came down to the vigil to
let us know that a tornado watch
had been declared for the area. “We
thought you’d want to know.”
The time just before Christmas
that Lissa McLeod painted “Peace
on Earth” on the bricks beneath the
Y-12 sign in fake snow and a dozen
police arrived at the behest of Y-12
security. Security asked us to wipe
off the message “in the interest of
good community relations.” We
noted that businesses in town put
the sentiment on their signs because
they actually thought it was good
community relations.
Playing noncompetitive croquet
in the lawn outside the bomb plant,
enduring quizzes, celebrating Peter
Johnson’s refusal to register for
the draft. We’ve had visitors from
around the world. When we have
friends in prison, we close the vigil
with “Keep Your Eyes on the Prize.”

We’ve sung it hundreds of times.
We re-enacted Dr. Seuss’s Butter
Battle Book, complete with costumes
and props; we heard the powerful
stories of hibakusha; we danced in
the rain.
On second Sundays we follow
the vigil with a potluck, the last few
years hosted by Marese Nephew in
Oak Ridge.
In 2012, NNSA had had enough.
They put up a “security fence” to
block off the vigil area and our parking space. We moved across the
street, to a thin stretch of ground.
Not as safe, not as spacious, not as
well lit, not as pleasant. Sometimes
we mow the grass ourselves.
Traffic pours out of the bomb
plant while we are meeting. Some
rev their engines, shout unpleasant
suggestions, and vent their frustration at our presence. Others give
thumbs up or honk pleasantly (yes,
you can tell). We aren’t really there
to evoke a particular response; we’re
just there to be a peace presence.
Week after week, month after
month, year after year. Because
peace requires persistence. Join us—
we’re there every week.
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Y-12 criticality safety story gets worse

O

REPA’s September newsletter reported that the
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board had flagged the
Y-12 Nuclear Weapons Complex for a failed criticality
safety program, notwithstanding the boasting of Y-12
management that worker safety is the paramount priority for the program.
The Safety Board’s long-standing concerns (since
1994) had reached the point that the Board took the
unusual step of writing to the Secretary of Energy.
As more information comes to light, the situation
appears even worse. The October 25 weekly resident
inspector report filed by DNFSB’s site representatives
noted that 1/3 (48 out of 151) out-of-service systems
and components in Building 9212—the main bomb
production building at Y-12—do not meet the requirements of the criticality safety program.
At least five of the systems are known to have
Highly Enriched Uranium build-up from past operations that exceed the subcritical limit—some of them
have been known since 2004, but nothing has been done

W

to evaluate, let alone resolve, the situation.
In addition DNFSB notes that Y-12 underreported
criticality safety issues for 2019. In at least one instance,
a discovery that should have been reported at the highest report level required by DOE rules was actually
reported at the lowest report level.
That’s not all: the Y-12 contractor clumped numerous criticality safety issues together to reduce the
number of total deficiencies and non-compliances for
the year. Forty-five out-of-compliance systems were
reported as four infractions. “If the events were filed
individually, the number of deficiencies in 2019 would
have increased from 22 to 31,” the Safety Board reported, “and minor non-compliances would have increased
from 15 to 51.”
The bottom line: Building 9212’s safety condition
continues to deteriorate, placing workers and the public
at risk, and NNSA seems more intent on ignoring the
Safety Board than it does fixing problems and protecting workers.

One thousand cranes for peace!

e did it! After four years of trying,
this year we made it—one thousand cranes
in one day!
The day was international peace day,
September 21. The place was Union Avenue Books in downtown Knoxville.
The CISV Junior Branch, and some
CISV oldsters as well, showed up. The
Church of the Savior youth group and
some of their elders came. Passersby
stopped by—dozens learned to fold an origami crane and heard the story of Sadako
Sasaki, victim of the Hiroshima bomb.
Students from South Doyle middle
school came.
Several people set out to fold thirty
cranes—it takes longer than you think!—to
get a 1,000 Cranes T-shirt. Half a dozen did
it.
Channel 10, WBIR-TV, came to film it.
The reporter finished her story, put down
the camera, and learned how to fold a
crane.
It was a day that celebrated peace
in the best possible way—people working together toward a common goal, to
embrace a message of peace for the world.
And this year it ended with great smiles
as the 1,000th crane was deposited in the
plexiglas collection bin.

Fourth time’s a charm! Union Avenue Books has hosted 1,000 cranes all four
years on the third Saturday in September. This year we reached our goal.
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MLK Community Conversation asks a big question

I

n addition to working to rid the world of
nuclear weapons, OREPA works to create and nurture
nonviolent community. This work takes several forms—
recognizing work for peace in our community with the
Peacemaker Award each year, publishing a bi-monthly
book of readings—Reflections for Nonviolent Community, and, for the last thirteen years, organizing and
sponsoring a community conversation as part of Knoxville’s Martin Luther King, Jr. commemoration each
year.
The community conversation, held at the Beck
Cultural Exchange Center, aims to bring together people
from all parts of our community who don’t often get to
sit and talk together, and to provide a focus for talking
about issues that challenge the vision of the beloved
community that Dr. King envisioned and spoke about
so often.
The devastating impact of hundreds of years of racism, from enslaving African Americans to labor without

pay to federal policies that discriminated against home
loans to people of color, to urban “renewal” programs
that destroyed houses and businesses and entire communities can hardly be calculated.
What can be done to repair the harm done by
generations of systematic denial to African Americans,
often written in law, of the rights and opportunities that
were available to the rest of society?
That’s the topic for this year’s community conversation: MAKING IT RIGHT: Where social and economic
justice meet. We will have a chance to explore the impact
of three waves of urban renewal—referred to in the
black community as urban removal—that wiped homes
and businesses off the map. And to talk about what
people can do to make things right.
The program is scheduled for Friday, January 17,
2020, beginning with light refreshments at 6:30, followed by the program at 7:00pm. It is free and open to
the public.
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